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Abstract

While variants of noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) have been experimentally validated as a new class of
biomarkers and drug targets, the discovery and interpretation of relationships between ncRNA variants
and human diseases become important and challenging. Here we present ncRNAVar (http://www.liw-
zlab.cn/ncrnavar/), the first database that provides association data between validated ncRNA variants
and human diseases through manual curation on 2650 publications and computational annotation.
ncRNAVar contains 4565 associations between 711 human disease phenotypes and 3112 variants from
2597 ncRNAs. Each association was reviewed by professional curators, incorporated with valuable anno-
tation and cross references, and designated with an association score by our refined score model.
ncRNAVar offers web applications including association prioritization, network visualization, and relation-
ship mapping. ncRNAVar, presenting a landscape of ncRNA variants in human diseases and a useful
resource for subsequent software development, will improve our insight of relationships between ncRNA
variants and human health.
� 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://crea-

tivecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Approximately 70% of the genome is actively
transcribed, only 2% of which codes for known
protein-coding genes.1 A large part of human gen-
ome is transcribed into noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs),
including microRNA (miRNA), long noncoding RNA
(lncRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), piwi-
interacting RNA (piRNA), and circular RNA
(circRNA).2,3 A large number of studies have sug-
gested that ncRNAs play critical roles in many
important biological and physiological processes,
and ncRNA deregulations are associated with a
rs. Published by Elsevier Ltd.This is an open ac
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broad spectrum of human diseases, from Men-
delian diseases to complex diseases.4,5 We
demonstrated a landscape of associations between
disease phenotypes and ncRNAs at gene level in
the ncRPheno database.4 However, more and
more studies provided the detailed evidence of
associations between disease phenotypes and
ncRNAs at variation level. For example, the single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs10251977 in
lncRNA EGFR-AS1 mediates the receptor addic-
tion of epidermal growth factor and modulates the
treatment response in squamous cell carcinoma6;
the SNP rs11014002 locating in the miR-603 pre-
cess article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Abbreviations

ACMG American College of Medical Genetics and Geno-

mics

circRNA circular RNA

CNV copy number variation

COSMIC Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer

EFO Experimental Factor Ontology

Indel insert and deletion

lncRNA long noncoding RNA

NCBI Gene NCBI Gene database

ncRNAs noncoding RNAs

miRNA microRNA

piRNA piwi-interacting RNA

snoRNA small nucleolar RNA

SNP single nucleotide polymorphism

SNV single nucleotide variation

SV structure variation

TCGA The Cancer Genome Atlas
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cursor (pre-miR-603) promotes the biogenesis of
mature miR-603 and exhibits a protective effect
towards Alzheimer’s disease risk7; the SNP
rs1326306 in piRNA piR-021285 is involved in
breast tumorigenesis possibly by remodeling can-
cer epigenome8; the snoRNA SNORD118 mutation
is the major cause of leukoencephalopathy with
brain calcifications and cysts by the pedigree anal-
ysis9; and the SNPs rs10485505 and rs4911154 in
circular RNA circ-ITCH are associated with the risk
of hepatocellular carcinoma.10 ncRNA variants
have been experimentally validated as a new class
of biomarkers and potential drug targets for disease
diagnosis, therapy and prognosis.4,5,11 Therefore,
the discovery of relationships between ncRNA vari-
ants and human diseases has become increasingly
important.
Due to the functional and clinical significance of

ncRNA variants, several computational databases
and tools have been developed to annotate
ncRNA variants. For example, databases such as
LincSNP,12 lncRNASNP,13 miRNASNP,14

SNP2TFBS,15 PolymiRTS,16 SomamiR,17 and
LncVar18 mapped disease phenotypes to associ-
ated SNPs that were recorded in The Cancer Gen-
ome Atlas (TCGA),19 the Catalogue Of Somatic
Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC),20 and the GWAS
Catalog.21 Software tools such as miRVaS,22

RNAfold,23 and mrSNP24 predicted SNP impacts
on RNA structure and miRNA binding. However,
these resources focus on predicting biological func-
tions and effects only, without detailing the relation-
ships between ncRNAs variants and human
diseases. A large amount of validated data about
ncRNA variants and their related diseases remains
unexplored in literature and thus difficult to access.
In 2018, the MSDD database11 was published to

provide the association data between miRNA vari-
ants and disease phenotypes through manual liter-
ature mining, but several critical weaknesses
remain. Firstly, MSDD does not cover data for other
types of ncRNAs except miRNAs; secondly, it lacks
of score designation to prioritize the associations;
thirdly, it collects significant association data only,
and thus cannot indicate conflicting evidences from
different publications; and finally, it does not offer
2
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convenient web applications and visualizations to
facilitate the use of association data.
To address the above issues, we developed a

new database called ncRNAVar (http://www.
liwzlab.cn/ncrnavar/ & http://lilab2.sysu.edu.cn/
ncrnavar/) to provide association data between
human disease phenotypes and a broad range of
ncRNA variants through manual curation on 2650
candidate publications, systematic integration of
computational resources, consistent annotation
with standard terminologies, and score
designation for association prioritization
(Figure 1). ncRNAVar contains 4565
experimentally validated associations between
711 human disease phenotypes and 3112
variants from 2597 ncRNAs, including both
significant and insignificant associations to record
conflicting evidences from different publications.
Each association was reviewed by multiple
professional curators and incorporated with
valuable annotation and cross references. The
disease phenotypes were majorly classified and
described by the Experimental Factor Ontology
(EFO).25 ncRNAVar provides user-friendly web
interfaces and web services to allow users to
search and browse the association data, as well
as to download and submit new associations for
future integration. Importantly, web applications
such as association prioritization, network and
word-cloud visualization, and variant mapping, are
offered to assist users in the identification and val-
idation of the association data. ncRNAVar can
serve as an important data resource for subse-
quent development of software tools to interpret
disease-associated ncRNA variants.
Results

Data content

ncRNAVar contains a total of 4565
experimentally validated redundant associations
among 711 human disease phenotypes, 3112
variants from 2597 ncRNAs and 1463
publications (Table 1). Of the total 4565
associations, 1179 (including 393 insignificant
for Identification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular
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Figure 1. The data collection and annotation framework and the web applications in ncRNAVar.
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associations) were manually curated from
publications. Of the associations for lncRNAs, 201
were manually curated by literature mining and
involved in 55 lncRNAs and 142 variants, and
3386 were resulted by systematical mapping from
GWAS Tag-SNPs to lncRNAs. The associations
for other types of ncRNAs were manually curated
by literature mining. Each curated association in
ncRNAVar was incorporated with rich annotation
and cross references. Approximately 78.6%
(3587/4565), 17.9% (816/4565), and 3.0%
(135/4565) of the associations are related to
lncRNAs, miRNAs and snoRNAs respectively
(Table 1). Of the 135 snoRNA variant-related
associations, 125 associations are involving
functions only with prediction evidence in
publications. There are a few studies on the
disease phenotypes caused by circRNA, piRNA
and snoRNA variants. This in turn encourages
researchers to investigate whether these ncRNA
variants are generally associated with the
development of human disease phenotypes. Of
the total 3112 ncRNA variants, 2647 variants are
3
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from 2300 lncRNAs, 303 variants from 184
miRNAs, 135 variants from 92 snoRNAs and 15
variants from 15 piRNAs (Table 1). Of the 3112
variants, 3060 (98.3%) are annotated with the
dbSNP identifiers, others are annotated with the
chromosome positions of the GRCh37 reference
genome, and 2949 (94.8%) are annotated with
functional impacts and SNP positions with genes
by using the GWAVA26 and CADD27 tools.
Multiple publications might support a same

association between a ncRNA variant and a
disease phenotype. To enable further analysis of
the association data, 3987 non-redundant
associations were produced from the 4565
associations in ncRNAVar by cleaning data
redundancy based on the supporting publications.
Each non-redundant association was given a
unique accession number (e.g.,
NCRV0000002019) and assigned with an
association score for prioritization and analysis.
The top ten ncRNA variants and disease
phenotypes with largest numbers of associations
are shown in Supplemental Figure 1. Remarkably,
entification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular Biology,
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Table 1 Database contents and features of ncRNAVar compared with the MSDD database

Content and web applications ncRNAVar MSDD ncRNAVar/MSDD

Associations 4565 525 8.7

lncRNAs 3587 None –

miRNAs 816 375 2.2

snoRNAs 135 None –

piRNAs 15 None –

circRNAs 6 None –

Other genes 6 150 0.04

ncRNAs 2597 153 17.0

lncRNAs 2300 None –

miRNAs 184 182 1.0

snoRNAs 92 None –

piRNAs 15 None –

circRNAs 1 None –

Other genes 5 153 0.03

Variants in ncRNAs or others 3112 197 15.8

lncRNAs 2647 None –

miRNAs 303 63 4.8

snoRNAs 135 None –

piRNAs 15 None –

circRNAs 6 None –

Other genes 6 134 0.04

Disease phenotypes 711 164 4.3

Publications 1463 397 3.7

Association score Yes None –

GWAVA annotation Yes None –

CADD annotation Yes None –

Analysis applications Association prioritization, Network visualization, Variant mapping None –
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the variant rs2910164 in ncRNA hsa-mir-146a is
associated with 64 human disease phenotypes
ranging from chronic pancreatitis to various
cancers, which makes up the most common
associations in the ncRNAVar database
(Supplemental Figure 1a). The disease
phenotypes with the largest number of
associations are breast cancer and hepatocellular
cancer, both associated with 90 ncRNA variants
(Supplemental Figure 1b).

Utilities
Browse and search. ncRNAVar provides user-
friendly web interfaces and web service APIs to
enable users to search, browse, prioritize and
analyze the association data, as well as to
download and submit new associations for further
integration. The ‘Browse’ webpage allows users
to easily browse interesting disease phenotypes,
ncRNAs and variants. By clicking on a particular
node, corresponding association data can be
displayed. The ‘Search’ webpages allow users to
quickly retrieve ncRNA variant-disease
associations through the search of ncRNA,
variation, disease phenotype. The search function
facilitates smart assistance with keyword tips of
expected disease phenotypes, ncRNAs and
variants. The resulting association data is
displayed in a brief table, showing key information
of PubMed IDs (PMIDs), ncRNA symbols,
4
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variants, disease phenotypes with ontology
identifier, the clinical consequence of the ncRNA
variants, and the evidences in publications
(Supplemental Figure 2a). The resulting details
link to further information of ncRNA variant
(Supplemental Figure 2b), disease phenotype
(Supplemental Figure 2c) and the supported
evidences in publications (Supplemental
Figure 2d). External links to other reference
resources, such as PubMed, the NCBI Gene
database (NCBI Gene), miRBase, NONCODE,
piRBase, EFO, and dbSNP, are also provided.
Association prioritization. To promptly prioritize
the ncRNA variant-disease associations, an
association prioritization application was
implemented based on the non-redundant
association data in ncRNAVar. For example,
searching in PubMed with keyword like
‘hepatocellular cancer’ resulted in over 220 K
publications. However, a simple retrieval by the
application with the same keyword promptly found
that 90 ncRNA variants are associated
hepatocellular cancer and the top ten of them are
rs11614913, rs73239138, SNHG7 amplification,
rs112489955, rs920778, and so on (Figure 2a).
Similarly, users can retrieve ncRNAs and variants
to promptly prioritize its related disease
phenotypes. The results allow sorting by
association scores and filtering by specific
disease phenotypes, ncRNAs and variants
for Identification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular
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Figure 2. The web applications and visualizations in ncRNAVar. (a) A resulting table prioritizes ncRNA variants
associated with hepatocellular cancer. (b) A word-cloud diagram prioritizes ncRNA variants associated with
hepatocellular cancer. (c) The mapping application interface for large-scale ncRNA variants. The resulting table
indicates the ncRNA variants associated with breast cancer for the input ncRNA variants. (d) The association network
visualization illustrates the association data between different subtypes of breast cancer and ncRNA variants. The
blue round-corner rectangles represent disease phenotypes, the red ovals stand for ncRNAs, and the green circles
represent ncRNA variants. A green line connects a ncRNA and its variants, a red line indicates a significant
association between a disease phenotype and a ncRNA variant, and a blue line shows an insignificant association.
Thicker lines represent larger absolute association scores, and thinner lines for smaller absolute association scores.
The association scores range from �1 to 1.
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(Figure 2a). The prioritized data can be optionally
visualized in word-cloud diagrams (Figure 2b and
Supplemental Figure 3). Larger sizes and more
central locations of the symbols in the diagrams
indicate higher association scores between the
ncRNA variants and disease phenotypes. The
table and the diagrams link to further information
of ncRNA variant, disease phenotype, and the
supporting evidences in publications.
Mapping multiple variants to disease pheno-
types. A typical whole genome sequencing
analysis can find millions of genomic variants,
many of which are located inside of noncoding
regions, e.g., ncRNA genes.13,14,18,28 To assist
users in identifying disease-related variants from
large-scale ncRNA variants, a mapping application
was implemented in ncRNAVar to map a set of
ncRNA variants to a corresponding disease pheno-
type (Figure 2c). The resulting table allows sorting
by association scores and filtering by specific dis-
5
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ease phenotypes, and links to further webpages
for detailed information.
Network visualization to explore the relation-
ships among ncRNAs, variants and diseases. A
network visualization application was
implemented in ncRNAVar to explore the
relationships among ncRNAs, variants and
diseases. The application allows users to input a
set of diseases, ncRNAs or variants, and to
generate interaction networks to display the
associations. For example, we entered “triple-
negative breast cancer, hereditary breast cancer,
Her2 positive breast cancer” in the input box and
generated an interaction network to explore the
connections of different subtypes of breast cancer
with ncRNA variants (Figure 2d). Interestingly, the
network indicates that the variants rs4919510 of
has-mir-608 and rs2910164 of hsa-mir-146a
(Purple box in Figure 2d) are significantly
associated with Her2 positive breast cancer and
entification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular Biology,
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hereditary breast cancer, but both are
insignificantly associated with triple-negative
breast cancer.

Web service APIs. ncRNAVar offers the web
service APIs for the programmatic access of
association data. The resulting data by the APIs
is available in the universal JSON and text
formats. Documentation for the APIs is available
on the website. All association data in ncRNAVar
can be freely downloaded. In addition, ncRNAVar
encourages users to submit their new association
data for future data integration. Once checked by
our professional curators and approved by the
submission review committee, the submitted
records will be included in a future release.
Furthermore, a detailed tutorial is available on the
‘Help’ webpage.
Discussion

As far as we are aware, ncRNAVar is the first
database that provides manually curated
associations between human disease phenotypes
and a broad range of ncRNA variants. Compared
with other genomic variation databases such as
ClinVar29 and HGMD,30 which only cover coding
genes and their regulatory regions, our ncRNAVar
database focuses on ncRNA variations associated
with disease phenotypes. Other ncRNA databases,
such as ncRPheno,4 LncRNADisease,31 HMDD,32

and circRNADisease,33 provide ncRNA
dysregulation-disease associations focusing on
transcriptional expression level but rarely involving
genomic variation level.
Before ncRNAVar, there was no comprehensive

databases that associated disease phenotypes
with multitype ncRNAs through manual literature
curation. The MSDD database offers a similar
type of association data, but for miRNA variants
only.11 ncRNAVar covers a broad range of ncRNA
variants. The numbers of associations, ncRNAs,
variants, disease phenotypes and publications
included in ncRNAVar are approximately 8.7-,
17.0-, 15.8-, 4.3- and 3.7-fold of those in MSDD
(Table 1). The number of miRNA-related associa-
tions in ncRNAVar is also 2.2-fold of that in MSDD.
Moreover, ncRNAVar provides both significant and
insignificant associations to keep conflicting evi-
dences from different publications, while MSDD
skips insignificant associations.11 In addition, most
variants in ncRNAVar are annotated with allele fre-
quencies and functional impacts, but variants in
MSDD are not. Furthermore, ncRNAVar offers
extra applications for further analysis on the associ-
ation data, including association prioritization, net-
work visualization and variant mapping. The
comparison of data content and features between
ncRNAVar and MSDD11 is detailed in Table 1.
Finally, we not only focused on the manual curation
of data content, but also refined an association
6
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score model based on the existing model in
ncRPheno.4 Each association in ncRNAVar is des-
ignated with an association score for prioritization
by assigning different weights to different types of
experimental evidence.
We recently published a database called

ncRPheno,4 which is a comprehensive platform
for identification and validation of disease related
noncoding RNAs. ncRNAVar is significantly differ-
ent to ncRPheno though both are related to
ncRNAs and disease phenotypes. First, in terms
of data content, ncRPheno focused on the associ-
ation data between disease phenotypes and
ncRNAs at gene level, while ncRNAVar focused
on the association data at variation level, such as
annotations of chromosomal location, dbSNP iden-
tifier, clinical significance, population allele fre-
quency, functional impacts, and so on. Second,
ncRPheno used computational and systematic
approaches to integrate, standardize and annotate
the association data, while ncRNAVar integrated
and annotated the association data through manual
curation on high-quality publications, which pro-
vided experimentally validated association informa-
tion between ncRNA variants and disease
phenotypes. Therefore, the data in ncRNAVar are
highly reliable. Moreover, ncRNAVar refined the
association score model of ncRPheno. The original
model in ncRPheno only included significant asso-
ciations, while the new model in ncRNAVar also
took into account insignificant associations. Both
significant and insignificant associations are essen-
tial for understanding the clinical effects of associa-
tion data. Finally, ncRPheno displays the
associations between ncRNAs and disease pheno-
types only, and thus its data are mainly applied to
the identification and interpretation of ncRNA tran-
scripts, while ncRNAVar illustrates the associations
among ncRNAs, ncRNA variants and disease phe-
notypes, and thus its data can be also used for the
interpretation and analysis of ncRNA variations.
High throughput technologies, such as next

generation sequencing and microarray, have
discovered extensive ncRNA variants involving in
human diseases. Therefore, more and more
experimentally validated ncRNA variant-disease
associations are expected to be published in the
coming future. Currently, most data in ncRNAVar
was collated from literature, thus without variation
data from the international collaboration projects,
such as TCGA.19 ncRNAvar also lacks of tool appli-
cations for evaluating the impacts of ncRNAs vari-
ants on the structures and functions of ncRNAs.
We will continue to curate newly validated ncRNA
variant-disease associations from literature and
update the database every six months. In future
releases, we will enrich new association data
through analyzing the variation data of single
nucleotide variation (SNV), insert and deletion
(Indel), structure variation (SV), and copy number
variation (CNV) from TCGA,19 COSMIC,20 and
for Identification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular
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GWAS Catalog.21 We also plan to integrate and
develop more prediction tools into the database
application.22–24

In this study, we developed the ncRNAVar
database to provide up-to-date and
comprehensive association data between ncRNA
variants and disease phenotypes from literature. It
not only presents a global view on ncRNA
variants in human diseases, but also provides a
data resource that is important for subsequent
development of software tools to interpret and
discover disease-causing ncRNA variants. In
addition, the applications in ncRNAVar, such as
association prioritization, network visualization,
and variant mapping, can assist researchers in
the identification and validation of ncRNA variants
associated with human diseases. As a timely and
helpful resource, ncRNAVar will improve our
insight of relationships between ncRNA variants
and human diseases, and accelerate further
research in disease diagnosis, therapy and
prognosis.

Materials and Methods

Literature reviewing and manual curation

To ensure the quality in the data collection
process, we referred to and refined the methods
used in the databases of HMDD32 and MSDD.11

To collect literature data manually, we searched
the NCBI PubMed resource34 for articles that
describe the studies of human disease-related vari-
ants of multitype ncRNAs. 2650 candidate publica-
tions published before October 10th 2018 were
retrieved and manually reviewed by professional
curators; and the key annotation of experimentally
supported ncRNA variant-disease associations
were collated and curated from 1463 of the candi-
date publications. First, 100 (3.8% of 2650) of the
candidate publications were randomly selected
and then curated by three professional curators.
In this step, all the curators discussed to achieve
a consensus agreement for data curation stan-
dards. Second, the rest publications were assigned
and manually curated by two curators individually.
Third, if the curated annotation from the two cura-
tors were inconsistent, the third curator reviewed
the disagreement and made a final decision. The
curation criteria to include publications and variants
into ncRNAVar were defined as: (1) the publication
was an original research article; (2) the publication
reported experimentally validated human disease-
related ncRNA variants; and (3) the reported
ncRNA variants locate at or near a ncRNA. The
resulting curated key annotation includes ncRNAs
and their variants, risk alleles, disease phenotypes,
treatments, inheritance models, sample sizes (cell
lines/tissues/patients), experimental information,
PMIDs, and so on. If a dbSNP identifier was not
available for a variant, the genome location of the
variant was recorded instead. The disease pheno-
7
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type could be a kind of disease or phenotypic trait.
The experimental information was extracted from
the main body of the papers manually and
assigned to the evidence types of ‘prediction’,
‘genotyping’, ‘function’, ‘mechanism’ and ‘in vivo’
(Supplemental Table 1). Compared with
LincSNP,12 the lncRNASNP2 database13 provided
more SNPs of lncRNAs. In order to include more
associations between GWAS Tag-SNPs of
lncRNAs and disease traits, the lncRNASNP213

and NHGRI GWAS Catalog21 databases were
combinedly used to map GWAS Tag-SNPs onto
lncRNAs.
To show the clinical effect of variants, each

ncRNA variant-disease association was
consistently assigned with clinical significances, a
brief evidence description, and evidence levels
from professional curators based on the
experimental information in the original
publications. The clinical significances of a
ncRNA variation associated with diseases were
classified as seven states: decreasing risk,
increasing risk, decreasing risk with good
prognosis, increasing risk with poor prognosis, no
significance for disease risk, no significance for
prognosis, and association only. To quantitatively
evaluate the strength of the evidence for each
publication, evidential values were assigned
according to the criteria. Please see the
underneath section of ‘Association score model’
for more details about the evidential values.
It has been found that a same ncRNA variant-

disease association could be supported by
conflicting evidences from different publications.
For example, some publications suggested that
the variant rs2910164-C of ncRNA hsa-mir-146a
is insignificantly associated with the risk of
colorectal cancer,35,36 while other publications sug-
gested that the same variant is significantly associ-
ated with the risk of colorectal cancer.37,38

Therefore, ncRNAVar collected both significant
and insignificant associations to record conflicting
evidences from different publications for research-
ers to investigate further.

Annotation for ncRNAs, variants and disease
phenotypes

All associations were manually doublechecked
and annotated for ncRNAs and their variants, as
well as disease phenotypes. We provided
annotations of symbols, identifiers, categories and
aliases for miRNAs in miRBase,39 lncRNAs in
NONCODE40 and NCBI Gene,41 piRNAs in
piRBase42 and NCBI Gene, snoRNAs in HGNC43

and NCBI Gene, circRNAs in NCBI Gene, and
ncRNA variants in dbSNP.44 Data in dbSNP was
used to annotate variants with chromosome posi-
tions and alleles frequencies. The tools such as
GWAVA26 and CADD27 were used to annotate vari-
ants with functional impacts and SNP positions with
genes.
entification of Noncoding RNA Variants Associated with Human DiseasesJournal of Molecular Biology,
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ncRNAVar adopted the controlled terminologies
for disease phenotypes majorly from the
Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO).25 EFO pro-
vides a systematic description of many experimen-
tal variables available across the EBI databases
and the NHGRI GWAS catalog,21 and also combi-
nes parts of several popular ontologies, such as
Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology45 and Monarch
Disease Ontology.46 The controlled terminologies
for disease phenotypes included ontology identi-
fiers, disease phenotype symbols, phenotype defi-
nitions, alternative names, relationships, and
cross references. In addition, we retrieved other
ontology terms for disease phenotypes, which
EFO does not cover, from Human Disease Ontol-
ogy47 and NCI Thesaurus OBO Edition.48 In some
cases, ncRNA variants associate with several
molecular subtypes of a disease. For example,
Huang et al.49 suggested that the polymorphism
rs4919510:C > G in a mature sequence of human
microRNA-608 contributes to the risk of Her2 pos-
itive breast cancer but no other subtypes. There-
fore, ncRNAVar keeps the various classes of
disease phenotypes in EFO to allow users to
understand the relationships between the subtypes
of disease phenotypes and the corresponding
ncRNA variants. The information of data and tool
resources used in ncRNAVar is detailed in Supple-
mental Table 2.

Association score model

ncRNAVar prioritized the associations between
ncRNA variants and disease phenotypes
according to several evidential metrics. We
refined an association score model based on the
existing models used in the databases of
ncRPheno.4 These evidential metrics included the
experimental evidence types in publications and
the number of publications (Supplemental Table 1).
Briefly, we assigned different values to different
types of evidences and the normalization to limit
the score range from �1 to 1. The computation of
the association score consisted of the following
three steps.
Step 1: According to the American College of

Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)
guideline,50 the validation experiments of in vivo
provide more reliable evidence than those in vitro
such as genotyping, functional and mechanism
analysis; and the validation experiments of func-
tional and mechanism analysis provide more reli-
able evidence than the genotyping analysis and
prediction by using computational tools. Therefore,
the experimentally supporting evidences recorded
in publications were empirically classified into five
types and manually assigned with five correspond-
ing values, as detailed in (Supplemental Table 1).
The evidential score of each publication (Ep) for
supporting a ncRNA variant-disease association
was computed as equation (1):
8
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Ep ¼ EPrediction þ EGenotypingþEFunctionþEMechanismþEInvivo ð1Þ
Step 2: For a ncRNA variant-disease association

supported or opposed by a set of publications, an
overall evidential score (Es) of supporting
publications and an overall evidential score (Eo)
of opposed publications was derived using a
harmonic sum function4 to account for replication
but also to dampen the effect of large amounts of
supported or opposed publications by calculating
respectively:

Es ¼ Eps1 þ
Eps2

2
þ Eps3

3
þ � � � þ Epsn

n
ð2Þ

Eo ¼ Epo1
þ Epo2

2
þ Epo3

3
þ � � � þ Epom

m
ð3Þ

In Eqs. (2) and (3), Eps1, Eps2, Eps3, . . ., Epsn are
the sorted evidential scores of supporting
publications in descending order, and Epo1, Epo2,
Epo3, . . ., Epom are the sorted evidential scores of
opposed publications in descending order. ‘n’ and
‘m’ are the numbers of supporting publications
and opposed publications, respectively. Es

represents the score for a significant association
and Eo represents the score for an insignificant
association.
Step 3: The final association scores were

computed and normalized to limit their range from
�1.0 to 1.0 as below:

Association score ¼ 1� 1
e

� �Es�EoEs � Eo

1
e

� �Eo�Es � 1Es < Eo

(
ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), ‘e’ represents the natural constant e. In
brief, the association score greater than 0 indicates
a significant association between a ncRNA variant
and a disease phenotype, whereas the
association is insignificant.

Data storage and web implementation

The ncRNAVar database is freely available at the
websites http://www.liwzlab.cn/ncrnavar/ and http://
lilab2.sysu.edu.cn/ncrnavar/. All of the ncRNA
variant-disease associations in the ncRNAVar
database were stored and managed by using the
MySQL database. ncRNAVar was constructed
with the web frameworks of Spring MVC and
jQuery AJAX. The web interfaces were built by
using JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3. The vis.js
library (http://www.visjs.org) as a jQuery widget
was implemented to display the association
networks on the webpages. The programs for
data processing were written in Java, and the
web service APIs were deployed in an Apache
Tomcat web server.
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